SMALL HOUSES

Find Your Dream Home
with a Purchase Plus
Improvements Program
Home shopping can prove frustrating when you find a
house with the perfect layout on a great piece of
property but the interior needs some serious
upgrades to bring it up to date and transform it into
your ideal home.
Thankfully, there are mortgage products available
that provide renovation funds in addition to your
mortgage loan amount.

You might have seen on TV the rising trend of the
small house industry where people are opting to
downsize and live in tiny dwellings that come in a
variety of designs and floor plans. They are like
tree houses or doll houses except that they are adult
size. It’s like a dream come true.
This sort of home appeals as well to young people
who are just setting up to live on their own but
unable to tap into the real estate cycle.
It is the ideal solution if you are looking for a
summer cabin. It can be trucked to your piece of
land and set down looking so much at home you’d
think it had grown there. You can even put floats
under it and have it in the water.
Well, not to be left behind by the rest of the world,
a tiny house has come to Port Alberni. It was built
by an enterprising father and son duo and when
finished will sport blue siding and a red, metal
roof. Can you imagine lying in bed and listening to
the rain?

With a Purchase Plus Improvements Program, you
can be confident that if you buy a home, you’re open
to renovating it to your specific tastes and can
finance the upgrades all in one mortgage payment
with as little as a 5% down payment.
Typical upgrades include adding or renovating a
bathroom, kitchen cabinets, countertops, flooring
and painting. Structural changes will be looked at on
an exception basis. Improvements can’t include
furniture, appliances, landscaping, or window
coverings.
This is an excellent product that allows you to buy a
home that’s more affordable due to required
upgrading and then customize the improvements to
your liking instead of buying a property designed to
someone else’s liking.
Rabinder Dhillon is a Mortgage Broker with Dominion Lending Centres
CME Arrowsmith based in Port Alberni. She can be reached at: 250-7319194; rdhillon@dominionlending.ca; www.rabinderdhillon.ca

It has now been sold. But don’t despair another
one will be along in a minute. The next one could
be yours and the best part is, it can have your stamp
on it. You can influence what it will look like
outside and in; cedar shakes … a whole wall of
French doors … a skylight. If you want one call
Kerry at this number: 250-731-5756.
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Letter From The Editor
Fall is filled with colour and bounty. We have loads
of apples and blackberries and plums just waiting to be
made into scrumptious pies or eaten raw or chopped
up and frozen to enjoy in the winter months.
Fall is back to school and new programs on TV but what
about going out to the arena to support your favourite
team in the Alberni Valley Hockey Leagues? These
wannabe NHL stars will give you all the excitement in
the world.
The thrill of the Salmon Festival and the Fall Fair are
here to start the season off in grand fashion and you
can win money and vehicles and other sundry prizes at
these events so get off your butt and join in the fun.
Fall is the next best season next to spring. It is not a
beginning but hey, we are not done yet either. Here’s
wishing you, health and wealth and happiness.

Anne
We’ve changed up the inside pages for easier access to the crossword puzzle and the colouring page and we
got a bit adventurous with the contents page and various seasonal articles like Halloween. Let us know other
changes you would like to see. You can also view and download the magazine at marigoldproductions.ca
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BLUE
MARLIN
October 31, 2017
7 pm – 8:30 pm

September 1, 2, 3, 4
Clutesi Haven Marina
PORT ALBERNI
SALMON FEST
September 7, 8, 9, 10
Fall Fair Grounds
FALL FAIR
September 16 3:00 pm to 3:30 pm
Glenwood Center
HOSPICE RAFFLE
WEST COAST PACKAGE
October 13 8:00 am
Glenwood Center
AV KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP DOG SHOW
October 13 6;30 pm to 8:30 pm
ADSS Auditorium
JOHN MCDERMOTT TRIO
November 5 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm
Char’s Landing
MAUREEN WASHINGTON
KAREL ROESSINGH
JOEY SMITH
DAMIAN GRAHAM

Halloween Party
in the parking lot
hay rides, firepits,
hot dogs, cocoa,
costume prizes,
goody bags & live
music
November 19, 2017
6 pm – 9 pm
Christmas Tree
Light Up
hay rides,
firepits,hot dogs,
cocoa, roasted
chestnuts, live
music, carollers &
the Bagpipe Band

In September 2017, Chances RimRock
Gaming Centre will be celebrating
its 10 year anniversary!
When DOB City closed its doors in 2007,
the familiar game of Bingo relocated in a
modern venue with electronic games of
chance and enhanced food and beverage
facilities. Former staff and local charities
made the move too!
Our anniversary date is September 13
and our staff and management are
planning a number of special promotions
throughout the month to mark our
anniversary.
You are invited to come and celebrate
with us on our games floor and in our
acclaimed Cypress Restaurant Lounge.
If you haven’t visited our facility before,
or if you haven’t been to see us in a
while, this September is a great time to
help us kick off our next decade of
success.
Chances RimRock Gaming Centre is
owned by Alberni Valley Gaming Centre
charity members and is managed by the
Coulson Group of companies.

September 26, 2017
7 pm to 9 pm

You are invited
to a party at
SOLDA’S for
the book launch of
‘Devil Child’
by Anne Pley

Fine Dining at
THE CYPRESS RESTAURANT

4890 Cherry Creek Road * 250-724-7629
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ECHO CENTER – CEDAR ROOM
September 26, 2017 7-9 p.m.
You are
invited to a party
for the launch of
a new book
DEVIL
CHILD
by Anne Pley

Megan Goodman was extremely worried about her son starting kindergarten. She saw Facebook
posts from other moms about children the same age doing pre-counting, alphabet work, and working on
colours and shapes. This was something Reese wasn’t doing yet. Reese also experienced issues with
sensory processing; textures of clothing were difficult for him, and he was terrified of water. To Reese,
the sensation of water was painful. He was overwhelmed with anxiety at times, and he doesn’t always
know how to tell people when he is upset. Megan says “I was terrified he wasn’t going to survive
kindergarten because he just wasn’t ‘there’ yet.”
When she was invited to join the pre-kindy readiness group at Outreach Therapy in Port Alberni,
BC, she was excited for the opportunity. After 8 weeks he was starting to write his name. Megan says
“when I saw Reese print his name for the first time, I just sobbed. I was so happy. I just knew he was
going to be OK in kindergarten.” Reese is now 5 and is doing great in kindergarten, printing his name and
sentences, reads by himself and is great with math concepts. According to his mom “without the prekindergarten program, Reese would be nowhere close to where he is now. I have no worries for Grade
1.”
Alicia Pollock, occupational therapist at Outreach Therapy, started developing prekindergarten groups 5 years ago with her therapy assistant at the time, Jessica Tilley. Years of testing and
refining the program have resulted in a 90% increase in school readiness for the little graduates of the
program. Susan Fox, Executive Director, notes “we have observed a decrease in general kindergarten
readiness in the greater community beyond what we can address within the scope of our caseload. We
knew it was time to translate our successful group concept to a community based program that would
benefit children in preschools, daycares and other group settings.”
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With this in mind, the STARS (Skills That Achieve Readiness for School) kit was born. “With STARS,
we are hoping to impact 320 children a year versus only 72 children each year within our program
capacity,” says Fox. The STARS program will achieve those numbers by using a train the trainer approach to
teach early learning professionals how to roll it out in their childcare settings. The training is expected to
start in the fall.
Outreach Therapy has been successful in receiving $37,000 in funding to support one year of
programming. Fox says “we have received $32,000 from the Children’s Health Foundation of Vancouver
Island, $3,000 from the United Way, and $2,000 from the Alberni Valley Community Foundation. Without
this amazing support, we would not be able to roll this out so quickly. We are really proud to deliver this
locally designed innovative program. The first communities that will receive STARS will be Port Alberni,
Tofino and Ucluelet. We have also received a lot of interest, even as far away as Delta, BC at this point. In
the future, we would love to see this go province-wide. Because of the design and delivery of STARS, it has
potential to impact even the most remote communities in BC.”
Why is this concept so successful with the kids? “One of the things that makes the STARS program
so unique is the play-based learning. We have made coming to the group an event that children look
forward to,” says Vicky Roy, occupational therapy assistant and STARS program co-developer, “they always
ask to play with Vicky and Alicia.” Roy says they come to group to learn through play and leave feeling
accomplished. “We might be teaching them pre-numeracy, literacy and fine motor skills but what they are
really walking away with is confidence in themselves that sets the stage from the ground up for success in
school.”

DO YOU KNOW? Outreach Therapy offers a host of other programs to children with the whole spectrum
of developmental disabilities, including autism, from Port Alberni to the west coast. These programs need
equipment that the Outreach Therapy can ill afford. For instance, they have recently lost a weighted blanket
the children in therapy need, and have not been able to replace.
YOU CAN HELP If you are looking for a good cause to donate to, look no further than Outreach Therapy.
You can be responsible for putting a proud smile on the face of a child like Reese who has printed his name
in such beautiful letters; so tall and straight. No donation is too small and as this is a charity, you will receive
a receipt for income tax purposes. Contact Susan Fox as outlined above and make another child smile.
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In 1972, a few local business people hatched an idea of something to do before
the kids went back to school and loggers went back to the bush. Fred Duncan,
publisher of the AV Times headed the derby and yes, the Kiwanis Club has
played a part ever since.
Kiwanis involvement back in 1972 was to be on site at the old Greenwood Hotel
(now Howard Johnson) as the fishers weighed in their catch, They had the option
to donate the fish to the club for a BBQ. There was a kid’s wading pool on site
and you could buy a cold beer there as well. The Kiwanis Club went through a
whopping twelve dozen beer that first year.
In 1973, they moved to the marina and, as the Kiwanis Club had a history with the
now formed Port Alberni Salmon Festival Society, they had an ‘in’ with burgers,
beer gardens and, of course, soon to become world famous, salmon. The festival
had its ups and downs in the early years with not much equipment to their name,
they kind of borrowed everything. Archie Clouston was kept busy all weekend
down at the docks buying salmon for us to cook.

Over the years, things were fine tuned as
we began acquiring equipment. We had
Salmon Festival fund raisers ‘burger flips’
they were called. We used a lot of
plywood for walls and cinder blocks for
BBQ’s,

I think the best thing to happen to the Salmon Festival was to install Egon
Matheson as a member (1981?). Egon watched the group nail up walls (because
the bolt holes never matched up from the year before) and try to piece together
broken cinder blocks to build the grill. Egon designed the equipment we still use
today. Our tents go up and down very smoothly and, thanks to Art Wynans, for
designing all our coverings.
Egon Matheson

The Salmon Festival is a wonderful event. The Kiwanis Club grows from 25 to 50 volunteers for the weekend;
wives, children, relatives and, of course, other Kiwanis Clubs like the old Nanaimo Sunrisers worked all
weekend for beer, burgers and ‘dead fish’.
We have, in the past, cooked up 5,000 pounds of salmon and tapped 100 kegs of beer in a single weekend.
Today, we still do nearly 4,000 pounds but drinking beer is now done responsibly so maybe 40 kegs (with 1,200
liters of cider/coolers for the ladies).
As for the Salmon Festival highlights: Largest Salmon Derby Winner – 60 pounds 8 oz – 1982 Most fish
weighed in – 4,351 pieces – 1991 Largest prize for a single catch - $24,000 – 1995 Fisher woman to claim
the top prize – 1976, 2008, 2012
8
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JULY 14, 15, & 16 Fourth Annual Regatta
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Do you have parents, children and a career that all
need your time?
Do you wish that when you went to visit your mom
or dad that it really was just a visit, not consumed by
errands, appointments and housekeeping?
Or are your parents here in Port Alberni, Parksville
or Qualicum and you are a great distance away and
cannot see to all their needs?
For a monthly rate, mom or dad can have a 3-hour
visit/outing each week with one of our friendly and
helpful staff. In this time, we will get all the
shopping, hair appointments, doctor appointments,
lab testing, prescription pickups, personal needs, etc
out of the way so when you come to visit and spend
time with your loved one, you can enjoy yourself
and them!
Visits are booked on the same day/time each week
continuously to allow client & family to pre-book all
appointments knowing they have a staff member
during those specific times.
Meet the Owner My name is Lisa and I am a local Port
Alberni gal. I have a young family and have worked in
healthcare, residential care homes since 2007. I love what I
do and am a compassionate, loving and reliable leader. I saw
the community lacking in providing quality and affordable
seniors resources and decided it was time to offer aid.

LOVING HANDS SENIOR &
COMMUNITY CARE
“enabling seniors to thrive in their own homes”

250-735-7300
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WE HAVE A NEW PARK – MILLSTONE PARK - at the south end of Victoria Quay. It is a quiet place to sit by the
river and enjoy the flowers. There is a picnic table there and the small park features a stone monument that
resonates down the years in the Alberni Valley. The millstones were brought in for what was then, the newly
built paper mill at Paper Mill Dam but apparently they were the wrong size and were never used. In our
present time, they were stacked up and forgotten on the Pulp Mill grounds adjacent to Stamp Avenue until
someone thought, because they are a part of our heritage, they should be moved to a better site.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE BEAUTIFUL COLOURS on the Capelli building as
you drive down Victoria Quay? It is a joyful splash of all the colours in
the spectrum that is sure to brighten your day and pass on to tourists
just what a vibrant town Port Alberni has become. Whoever came up
with this concept is as brilliant as the colours displayed.

DID YOU KNOW THE FOUNTAIN at the little park at 3rd
Avenue and Angus Street can spout just as well as any old
geyser you might travel many miles to see?

INSURED
FREE ESTIMATES

FALL
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THE BEAUTY OF
AUTUMN

Crowning Glory

Coiffure
250-724-3531
Family Style Full Service Salon
Competitive pricing … Walk Ins welcome

save the tax on hair services only
cut out and redeem this coupon

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

In North America, the season is referred to
as fall but its true name is autumn
People who live close to the equator never
experience the season of autumn because
the sun is aligned with the center of the
earth, between the northern and southern
hemispheres, and the temperature is always
warm
Leaves that look green are also yellow,
orange and other variations but these
colours are overpowered by the abundance
of green from chlorophyll in the leaves. In
the autumn when the sun is weaker and the
days grow shorter, the chlorophyll
diminishes allowing the other colours to
show through
Red and purple leaves are caused by the
presence of sugars from saps trapped in the
leaves.
Evergreen trees will not lose their leaves,
also called needles. They are covered with
a thick wax that prevents them from
freezing.

Jowsey’s Furniture & Beds
home of great prices
and AMAZING service
4957 Johnston Road, Port Alberni, BC

www.jowseys.ca
jowseys @telus.net

250-723-3922
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SNAKE OIL
by
Anne Pley

I GUESS YOU KNOW just as
well as I do about the fellows
who load their wagons up with
junk and go from town to town
selling it to unsuspecting folk
at exorbitant prices.
They have some good stuff like
buttons and ribbons and you
can’t blame the folks for being
taken in by all the colourful
baubles on a dull afternoon.
The best-selling item by far is
the snake oil, a concoction
reputed to cure all the world’s
ills. The folks have a desperate
need for that stuff.
You may well ask what is in it.
I figure a bit of moonshine,
some kerosene and other
noxious items. What’s in it is
HOPE and that’s the big seller.
Those salesmen will tell you
it’s made from an old Choctaw
recipe handed down through
the ages or it has an ingredient
so secret it’s been lost to
human memory.
They’ll caution you not to take
it all at once and after you’ve
bought one, they’ll suggest you
buy a second “cause you
wouldn’t want to run out now,
would you?”

I want to tell you about the day
the snake came to town. He was
quite a sight; slick and wellheeled, a regular dandy.
That snake was a sight to behold.
You’ve never seen such a smooth
character in all your life.
Diamonds flashed whenever he
moved rippling and sparkling in
the sunlight as if they had a life
of their own.

The crowd was delighted with
this extra entertainment. They
were all glad to see the back of
that coin.

That snake could charm the birds
out of the trees and swallow
them whole. He was a real
charmer, a real smart cookie. The
folks round here were plumb
amazed.

Every time you visited that old
boar, you not only had to sit
through the vacation videos but
you had to hear all about the
1910 prize penny.

All the animals rushed out to the
barn to watch him sell his snake
oil and such.
He even made trades with
anyone who thought they could
outwit him.
A good number of folks coughed
up good, hard earned money to
buy whatever he had to sell.
One of the little piglets even
went so far as to spend his dad’s
prize 1910 penny.

It was worth at least thirty bucks
on the open market, and you
had to sit there while he shined
it up. Well now, that flashy
snake had it and all I can say is
amen to that.
Only one animal in the town
wasn’t impressed with the
snake’s fancy spiel and that was
the old hound dog that lay by
the porch, without moving, day
in and day out.

The old man was furious when he
found out it was gone.
He hauled all the little piglets
home, struggling and squealing,
bound and determined he’d find
out which one had done it.
14

That dog had the saddest eyes
you ever did see. It practically
made you weep just to look into
them.
A doleful old pup he was and
that’s a fact. He was a scruffy old
hairball that had seen better days,
for sure.
Well, this day I’m telling you
about, the smooth and silky snake
slithers over to the old hound dog
and says:

His forked tongue flicked in
and out a couple of times as if
he was thinking things over.

under the porch and came
back with a tooney that he
dropped in front of the snake.

The old hound dog doesn’t
move a muscle. “What I have
here,” the snake said and he
did a little sidewinder move as
he demonstrated with a
flourish, “is a shiny new
penny.”

Quick as you can say ‘sucker’,
the snake made the switch and
sped off laughing.

“You look like a smart young
fella.”
The old dog doesn’t blink an eye
but stares balefully at the smart
Alec snake.
“This must be your lucky day, my
man,” continues the snake using
that tempting kind of voice
serpents can come up with at will.

The crowd didn’t move.
They watched that old dog
take that valuable 1910 coin
and put it under the porch
with his gold nugget, his
McDonald’s shares and his
other portfolio items.
That dumb old dog was
decrepit but he wasn’t senile.

He paused for effect as the
crowd gasped.
“I’ll give this wonderful item
to you for only two bucks.”
The crowd gasped again and I
couldn’t believe my eyes when
that big eyed dog scooted

In fact, he was as smart as a
whippet and that flashy snake
was just as stupid as they
come.
Well, you know what they say,
you can’t tell a book by its
cover.
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WHAT IS A
SMARTPHONE?
A smartphone is a mobile operating system with
features useful for mobile or handheld use.
Smartphones are typically pocket sized, have the
ability to place and receive voice/video calls, create
and receive text messages, have personal digital
assistants, an event calendar, a media player, video
games, GPS navigation, digital camera and digital
video camera.
They can access the internet and run apps. They
typically have a colour display and a graphical user
interface, almost always a touch screen and
sometimes, a touch enabled keyboard to type words
and numbers and activate app features.

4833 Southgate Road
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

723-4940
723-7270
723-9850

So what’s the downside?
A study has found that smartphones, or any backlit
device, can seriously affect sleep cycles. Some
people may become psychologically attached to
cellphones resulting in anxiety when separated from
the devices.
A ‘SMOMBIE’ (a combination of a smartphone and
a zombie – the walking dead) refers to a person using
a smartphone and not paying attention as they walk,
possibly risking an accident in the process. In fact,
this has become yet another social problem.
In China, a temporary ‘mobile lane’ was set up for
slow moving smartphone users and in Germany,
traffic lights have been embedded into the pavement
in one town to alert distracted smartphone users
when it is safe to stop or go.
Can you imagine having a ‘Smombie’ behind the
wheel of a vehicle?
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KRAZY KOLOURZ
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DON’T MISS
THE FOOD COURT






COMMUNITY STAGE
HOME ARTS & CRAFTS
PHOTOGRAPHS
COMMERCIAL
VENDORS
LOGGER SPORTS
TRACTOR PULLS
MIDWAY
CAR RAFFLE

ALBERNI DISTRICT
FALL FAIR
“HATS OFF TO 150 YEARS”

A CHANCE TO WIN
$1,000

SEPT 7, 8, 9 & 10 2017
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BRAIN TEAZER

ANSWER ON PAGE 11

Lorena /Rusty

3599 3rd Avenue * Tel: 250-723-3712 * Fax: 250-723-9499 * alberniglass.ca
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BE A SUBSCRIBER TO
THIS MAGAZINE
This is a free magazine but for a $10.00
subscription fee our subscribers get:


HOME DELIVERY FOR A YEAR

( four issues of enjoyment)


THEIR NAME IN A PRIZE DRAW IN EACH
ISSUE

(This way we can support the advertisers
who make this magazine possible)
The winning subscriber in this issue
is
RHONA TAIT
the prize - a $50 gift certificate from
DOUBLE R MEATS
Winner of a FREE PIZZA from
PANAGO PIZZA

PACIFIC RIM
CARPET
CLEANING
15 year’s Experience
Fully Insured
Stain Removal
Carpet & Upholstery
Residential
Commercial
Water, Fire & Wind
Damage Restoration

C & D REYNOLDS
IF YOU WANT TO SUBSCRIBE, CUT OUT AND
FILL IN THE FORM OR COME TO OUR OFFICE
OR SEND AN EMAIL
Yes, I want to subscribe to the magazine
‘What’s Up Port Alberni’

NAME _________________________________

BRENT
250-720-5160

ADDRESS
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

PHONE _________________________________
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PYLON SPONSOR
PYLON FACTS
One of the original teams in the AV
Rookie Hockey League (est. 2000)
Has not won a single championship but
made it to the finals twice
The team has a golf tournament and
two annual fishing derbies

This is Kevin Stevens, the team
mascot. From time to time, he
puts on his orange suit and
verbally accosts the opposition
as well as the referees

#1 SCOTT PAYNE




Reigning 2016/2017 Pylon MVP - Franchise leader in Wins -156 Shutouts -10
Career Stats: games played 240, wins 156, losses 71, ties 13
Scotty is a dynamic goaltender who uses his instincts and hockey sense to identify the
shooter’s intentions. If he is given a lead to work with, it is over for the opposition

#2 BRAD WADDELL




Voted 14th fastest player on the team
Career stats: games played 322, goals 19, assists 23, points 42, penalty minutes 58
Brad has a pretty cool beard

#7 SCOTT BASSINGTHWAITE




Bristling with untapped ability and an effective raw skating style, a bull in a china shop.
Career stats: games played 48, goals 14, assists 18, points 32, penalty minutes 36
Scouts are predicting a career year for Scotty B

#8 DAVIS WAITE




A natural defender with a penchant for spending time in the penalty box due to constant
misunderstanding with the opposition.
Career stats: games played 126, goals 11, assists 28, points 39, penalty min.182
Davis is a necessary cog in the Pylon engine. Without him, the team doesn’t function

#9 CHAD ANKER




The Swiss army knife, Anker can do any job, big or small
Career stats: games played 132, goals 23, assists 18, points 41, penalty minutes 16
Anker holds the record for most borrowed smokes with 541

#10 GREG DEPAPE




A superior passer with a sniper-like shot. He is the straw that stirs the drink.
Career stats: games played 505, goals 154, assists 426, points 580, penalty minutes 10
‘Doc’ is the only player on the team who can use the difibulator
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#11 ADAM NICKEL




One of the silent leaders of this team, his supportive nature is second to none.
Career stats: games played 485, goals 21, assists 27, points 48, penalty minutes 108
’Seve’ ain’t afraid of no man

#13 GLENN WILLISCROFT




Lone wolf who can (and has) beaten teams single-handedly-a guy to be in the trenches with
The scorer of the biggest goal in team history (2007 playoffs OT goal)
Career stats: games played 429, goals 82, assists 57, points 139, penalty minutes 202

#15 DOUG CHEETHAM




Most experienced Pylon his hockey odometer reads 1,391,297 miles but that engine is
timeless and his finish deadly and true
Career stats: games played 3,523, goals 1,364, assists 2,041, points 3,402, penalty minutes
(unknown)
Doug is the king of his crease

#16 DALLAS HAGGARD




The next great Pylon center. Fantastic passer and great hustler.
Career stats: games played 25, goals 6, assists 16, points 22, penalty minutes 14
Probably threw the Monopoly Game against the wall the first time he lost.

#18 MARCEL GIELE




Most natural skater the league has ever seen, unmatched determination, boomer of a shot
Career stats: games played 117, goals 17, assists 28, points 45, penalty minutes 92
Future star of all 12 months in the upcoming Pylon’s Swimsuit Edition

#19 CHAD WUTKE




All he does is cause the opposing goalie fits every time he steps into the offensive zone
Career stats: games played 479, goals 139, assists 342, points 481, penalty minutes 52
When Wutke gets hot, no star can shine brighter

#27 DARREN MCCURDY




The gold standard, the best Pylon player in history. 6 time MVP. Has been suspended for
the equivalency of 2 full years for crimes he didn’t commit
Career stats: games played 462, goals 249, assists 375, points 624, penalty minutes
(including suspensions) 2,675
There are no moon, sun or stars until ’Curdy’ puts on his vaunted #27 jersey
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#31 PAUL KUXHAUS




A navy man, he is as tough as nails, pound for pound one of the toughest in the league
Career stats: games played 271, goals 25, assists 39, points 64, penalty minutes 158
Paulie won’t be pushed around, take that to the bank

#44 DAN CHEETHAM




End to end rushes galore, this guy goes Mach 10 at all times
Career stats: games played 438, goals 99, assists 158, points 257, penalty minutes 144
Danny is the silent ‘C’ of the team, the glue that keeps us all as one

#55 MARDI HOLCOMBE




First and only, Captain of the franchise
Career stats: games played 509, goals 23, assists 34, points 57, penalty minutes 26
A devoted teammate, Mardi rarely misses a game

#63 RYAN ROGERS




The newest and shiniest toy on the team, may be the best to ever wear the jersey
Career stats: games played 21, goals 7, assists 5, points 12, penalty minutes 2
‘Dale’ has all the tools to be dominant in this league for another 20 years

#69 MIKE MCLEMAN




Mike can tie his skates faster than just about anyone
Career stats: games played 430, goals 11, assists 14, points 25, penalty minutes 108
‘Muk’ doesn’t care what referees think of him

#77 DANA PAQUETTE




A dogged competitor, he is silently one of the most important players on the team
Career stats: games played 449, goals 139, assists 289, points 428, penalty minutes 168
Dana can impact the game in a wide variety of ways, opponents scowl at the sight of him

#88 JASON PLEY




Skates Slowly, can’t turn, rumor has it he has trouble stopping but ohhh those hands …
Career stats: games played 502, goals 167, assists 148, points 315, penalty minutes 202
‘Crazy 8’s’ will do whatever it takes to help his team win

#95 BRANDON WELLS




Ranked fourth in all time Pylon wins, shutouts
Career stats: games played 2, wins 1, losses 1, shutouts 0
The only backup goalie to ever suit up for a game and stay on the bench in League history
25

1.

Pointed boots that go with skirts or
pants (try a printed version)

2. Circle Earrings that make a statement

3. Fleece back cotton blend jersey hoodie
great for layering or stand alone

4. Long sleeved shirt perfect fall weight
super comfortable
The only other things
you need for fall are a
camp tee to dress up or
down with jeans or
skirt and jacket and a
cashmere sweater

FALL FASHION 2017

5. Bomber Jacket – shades of the 1950’s

6. Body Suit

7. Corgi Socks
Of softest cashmere in a rainbow of
colours to be seen or not

8. Tapestry Skirt
Wear with a chunky knit, black
tights and boots
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$2500 OFF
Expires
November 30, 2017
Cannot be combined
with any other offer

$2500 OFF
Expires
November 30, 2017
Cannot be combined
with any other offer

$25.00 OFF
on
Optimal Facial
Expires
November 30, 2017
Cannot be combined
with any other offer

By Nancy Bachmeier

Travelling is a great way to learn about a country first
hand. One of the most popular destinations to travel to, in
recent years, has been Iceland. It’s a country of diverse
geography that includes volcanoes, glaciers, hot springs
and beautiful waterfalls.
The Blue Lagoon is a place not to be missed. Float or swim
around in this man-made geothermal spa filled with
mineral-rich steaming water. Extend your visit there by
staying in the brand-new luxury Moss Hotel, opening in the
fall of 2017.
Summer time is the best season to travel to Iceland, due to
the warmer temperatures and the Midnight Sun. See
some of the world’s most active volcanoes or go snorkeling
or scuba diving into Iceland’s largest natural lake, located
where both the American and European tectonic plates
meet.
Fall and winter also hold many great things to see and do.
Travelling in September, October, February and March,
you will have the opportunity to see the beautiful Aurora
Borealis. They are a sight to behold. From November to
March, you can also take one of the many tours into the
blue-ice crystal caves that form every year.
From hiking to diving to rejuvenating spas, Iceland is a
must-see country that you should have on your bucket list.
Travelling to Iceland, or any other country in the world,
requires a passport. Most countries require that your
passport be valid at least 6 months past your return date.
Entry into a country may also require a tourist visa but not
for Iceland. Some tourist visas must be purchased ahead
of time, while others you can pick up upon entry into the
country of destination. Please contact Nancy from Dream
and Go Travel at 250-731-9645 for these important details
and make your dream trip a reality.
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ALL ABOUT APPLE CIDER
There is a huge difference between apple juice and apple
cider even though both are made from pressed apples.
There is a bit of a step upward when you get to hard apple
cider and beyond that to Applejack.
Apple cider is unfiltered, alcoholic, apple juice that has been fermented. It is cloudy because it
has bits of apple pulp still in it. It is highly perishable which is why you will find it at farm
stands rather than in grocery stores. Apple juice, on the other hand, has been carefully filtered
and pasteurized to give it a longer shelf life.
In 55 BC, when the Romans conquered Britain, they found the people drinking a cider made of
crab apples. The Romans planted apple orchards and produced hard cider which is dry, as
bubbly as champagne and as refreshing as beer. Hard cider was the drink of choice for early
English settlers in North America because barley and other beer grains were hard to grow.
Before Abraham Lincoln was a president or even a lawyer, he was a bartender. He sold cider at
a tavern he owned, ‘Berry and Lincoln’, in New Salem. He had a liquor licence that cost $7.00.
Hard cider is most often compared to beer because it is slightly bubbly and contains less alcohol
than its fruity cousin, wine. This is because apples have less sugar than grapes. On average,
hard cider contains four to six percent alcohol.
Johnny Appleseed was a real person. His actual name was John Chapman and he travelled
ahead of westbound settlers to graft small nurseries of cider apple trees in the Great Lakes
region (you can make cider from any apple but a cider apple is best).
Cider makes insanely good Sangria. During these crisp fall months, cider is the best cocktail
mix you can find.
In the middle ages, people made a steeped apple cider drink that consists of two parts hard
cider, sliced apples and oranges, and one part of ginger beer. Let it sit in a pitcher for three to
six hours and then start sipping.
Applejack is cider’s super boozy cousin. The concentrated, spiked drink has been around as
long as cider. Historically, it is made by freeze-distilling hard apple cider.
ABOUT APPLES
An apple contains no fat, sodium or cholesterol and is a good source of fiber. A
medium apple equals about 80 calories. An apple is a member of the rose family. Red Delicious is the most
widely grown variety of apple. An apple a day keeps the doctor away.
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WEATHER FUN WITH
YOUR DOG

Dr. Angela Damant BSc(H), D.V.M.

When the leaves change and the weather cools, you and your
dog can really dig into these fun activities rather than sitting inside to
play with the same old toys.
Get into a New Routine
The fall months are chillier so it will be more comfortable for you and your dog outside than it was in the height
of summer. Take the opportunity to enjoy activities such as walking, running, biking, visiting a dog park, or
playing with their favourite toy. If you haven’t been exercising, now is the perfect time to start a new routine.
Use these first fall months to set your pet, and yourself, on the road to health. Take it slow and make sure to
take the time to find out what your pet really likes to do. Studies have shown that getting outside and exercising
with your dog improves mood, cardiovascular health, and helps maintain a healthy weight in people and pets!
Try A Local Park
Many parks, such as Roger’s Creek, offer great hiking trails to enjoy with your
dog. Pack a backpack to store water for you and your pet, as well as a leash and a
collapsible water bowl. Lots of parks have swimming areas for dogs so leave
some old towels in your vehicle for the ride home. Before you head out, check for
restrictions on pets, wildlife sightings, as well as hiking maps for the area. Finally,
make sure your dog is up to date on all vaccines and always look for ticks on your
dog after your adventure in the woods.
Play in the Leaves
Whether you're in your backyard, or at the local park, piling up leaves can be fun! Hide balls or other toys in the
stack and encourage your dog to find them. If you have a smaller dog, you can put the leaves in an empty baby
pool for them to enjoy. Just be careful to make sure only fresh leaves make it into the pile. Sharp sticks can
cause injury and moldy leaves, if eaten, can be toxic.
Have an Adventure
With peak season over it is a great time to visit a beach or lake with your dog since fewer people are around.
The beach or an open grassy area is a great place to play fetch and your dog can be free to swim, dig and race
around barking without disturbing others. Before you go, make sure that there are no restrictions on dogs off
leash or any wildlife hazards such as bears in the area. Keep in mind that if your pet is going to be roaming
around a body of water it may be a good idea to put them in a life jacket. And don’t let them drink any stagnant
water as this can carry parasites and toxins, especially in the fall.
Special Events
Most pumpkin patches are outdoors and dogs are often allowed to accompany you on the hunt for the perfect
pumpkin, but check with the farm ahead of time just to be sure and please keep them on a leash. Hay rides are
also a fun treat for the entire family. Your dog will love all the different scents and sights while touring around
the farm. Dogs often enjoy exploring new places and simply love being with their human pack.
Fall is the perfect time of year to be active with your dog and create special memories together. And while you
are having fun, be sure to share these moments
with others to encourage them to be
active with their dogs, too! For more
information on fall and exercise
safety contact your local veterinarian.
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WANT TO
ATTRACT
ATTENTION?
PUT YOUR AD
HERE
BLACKBERRY JAM
7 cups of blackberries crushed one layer at a time to
become 5 cups to measure into large saucepan
Add one package of pectin crystals and mix well.
Bring to full rolling boil on high heat
Add 7 cups of sugar (measured with dry measuring cup)
and mix well
Return to full rolling boil and cook for one minute while
stirring constantly

Remove from heat
Stir and skim foam for five minutes to prevent fruit
from floating to surface
Pour immediately into warm, sterilized jars filling to
within ¼” of tops. Cover with lids Let stand at
room temperature 24 hours or until set
Finished jam can be stored in a cool place; a larder,
garage or basement for one year. Once jam is opened,
store in refrigerator and use within three weeks

AND INTRODUCING

TIP: Jars can be sealed with twist top lids (recycle
the jars but try to get new lids) or with wax discs and
cellophane (place disc on hot jam wax side down.
Moisten cellophane cover with drop of water and
stretch over jar with moistened side outside. Secure
with elastic band. To make the jars pretty, cover
again with paper or cloth)
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LION
COSTUME

COWBOY
COSTUME
Make some boxes
into a horse

DOLLAR STORE
DECORATION

Just buy
faux fur
at the
craft
store.
Add
eyeliner
for
whiskers

Spray paint
brooms black
add glitter and
bow

MARY POPPINS
AND THE CHIMNEY
SWEEP COSTUME
This look is mostly
make up and
ingenuity

HOW TO MAKE A PUMPKIN SEED
NECKLACE

DEADMAN’S FINGERS Flatten thin sliced
white bread (crusts removed)with a rolling
pin. Spread with soft margarine & peanut
butter. Roll up and make indents for
knuckles. Trim ends into v shape and stick
almonds on with peanut butter for fingernails. Add a
dollop of strawberry jam to ends of fingers for BLOOD.
ZOMBIE COSTUME
Soak a sheet in tea to
make it look aged
then tear into strips.
Add a wig, white face
and mascara

1. Separate seeds from pulp and
rinse in warm water
2. Spread seeds on paper towel
to dry
3. When dry, colour the seeds
with felt tip markers
4. Make holes near the center
with a needle or an awl and
block of wood
5. String the seeds with a large
eyed needle and fine elastic
using 125 to 130 seeds for a
necklace and less for a
bracelet (measure around
neck and wrist before cutting
elastic and leave a bit extra to
tie the finishing knot)
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